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Researchers often hold out data from the
estimation of econometric models to use for
external validation. In this paper we ex-
amine possible rationales for this practice.
For concreteness, two examples are consid-
ered. The first example (Todd and Wolpin
(2008)) is taken from the microeconomet-
rics literature. Suppose the goal is to eval-
uate the impact of a monetary subsidy to
low-income households based on school at-
tendance. A social experiment is conducted
in which a randomly selected treatment
sample of households is offered a school at-
tendance subsidy at some level s̄, whereas
no subsidy is provided to the households in
the control sample. In order to determine
the optimal subsidy level, it is necessary
to extrapolate the subsidy effect to other
treatment levels. This requires the devel-
opment and estimation of models that em-
bed behavioral and statistical assumptions
(structural models).

A holdout approach to the selec-
tion among competing structural models
amounts to splitting a sample Y into two
subsamples, Ye and Yho. The models are
then estimated based on Ye, say the data
from the control group, and ranked based
on their ability to predict features of the
holdout sample Yho, for instance the sub-
sidy effect on the treatment group. Exam-
ples of this kind of external model valida-
tion in the context of randomized controlled
trials are Wise (1985), Todd and Wolpin
(2006), and Duflo, Hanna and Ryan (2011).

The second example is taken from the
macroeconometrics literature. In time se-
ries analysis, competing models are of-
ten ranked in terms of their performance
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in pseudo-out-of-sample forecast compar-
isons. We will use the notation Yn1:n2

=
{yn1

, yn1+1, . . . , yn2
}, n1 ≤ n2, with the un-

derstanding that Y = Y1:n. Pseudo-out-of-
sample forecasting performance is assessed
by estimating the model based on Y1:r,
r < n, computing a forecast for yr+1 and
assessing the forecast error loss associated
with this forecast. yr+1 can be viewed as a
holdout observation. In a recursive evalua-
tion scheme this calculation is repeated for
r = n0, n0 + 1, . . . , n − 1 and the average
forecast error loss is used as a measure of
model performance.

Because it is not possible to conduct con-
trolled experiments to determine the effects
of macroeconomic policy changes, e.g. un-
expected changes in the nominal interest
rate, pseudo-out-of-sample forecast perfor-
mance is also often used to rank macroe-
conomic models for the purpose of policy
analysis. Policy predictions of models that
forecast well (in our pseudo-out-of-sample
sense) tend to be deemed more reliable than
policy predictions of models that forecast
poorly.1

For the remainder of the paper, we
cast the problem of model selection in a
Bayesian framework. Since the Bayesian
approach allows us to assign probabilities to
models, it provides a convenient analytical
framework to study model uncertainty. In
Section I we show that from a Bayesian per-
spective the use of holdout samples is sub-
optimal because the computation of poste-
rior probabilities should be based on the en-
tire sample and not just on a subsample. In
Section II we argue that data-inspired mod-

1Although it is possible to come up with coun-

terexamples in which the model that delivers best fore-
casts generates the least accurate policy prediction, e.g.

Kocherlakota (2007), it is difficult to convince a policy

maker that a model that is not able to predict macroe-
conomic outcomes under the prevailing policy generates

accurate predictions of macroeconomic outcomes under

alternative policies.
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ifications of structural models, i.e. models
that embed behavioral and statistical as-
sumptions, are likely to lead to an exag-
geration of model fit. The use of holdout
samples can in principle set an incentive not
to exaggerate model fit. However, it comes
at a cost: model weights are based on the
fit of competing models to a subsample in-
stead of the full sample which implies a loss
of information. Section III reports on some
ongoing research that aims to quantify this
trade-off in a stylized principle-agent frame-
work. Finally, a conclusion and an out-of-
sample forecast of future work are provided
in Section IV.

I. A Prototypical Bayesian Analysis

Consider two models M1 and M2. Let
θj denote the parameter vector associated
with model j, p(θj|Mj) be the prior dis-
tribution, and p(Y |θj,Mj) be the density
of the data given θj (likelihood function).
According to Bayes Theorem the posterior
distribution of θj is given by

(1) p(θj|Y,Mj) =
p(Y |θj,Mj)p(θj|Mj)

p(Y |Mj)
.

The term in the numerator is called the
marginal likelihood (or data density) and
is given by
(2)

p(Y |Mj) =

∫
p(Y |θj,Mj)p(θj|Mj)dθj.

Marginal likelihoods are used to update
Bayesian model probabilities. Let πj,0 be
the prior probability of model Mj and πj,n

its posterior probability after observing a
sample of size n. Then, the ratio of poste-
rior model probabilities (odds) is given by

(3)
π1,n

π2,n

=
π1,0

π2,0

p(Y |M1)

p(Y |M2)
.

The marginal likelihood can be rewritten
in two ways, which are helpful for the in-
terpretation of the statistic. First, consider
the widely-used Schwarz (1978) approxima-

tion

p(Y |Mj) ≈ p(Y |θ̂j,Mj)

× exp

{
−dim(θj)

2
lnn

}
,(4)

where θ̂j is the maximum likelihood esti-
mate, dim(θj) is the dimension of the model
(typically the number of parameters), and
n is the sample size. (4) highlights that the
marginal likelihood penalizes in-sample fit,
that is, the value of the maximized likeli-
hood function, by a measure of model com-
plexity. Second, using the notation Yn1:n2

=
{yn1

, yn1+1, . . . , yn2
} we can factorize the

joint density of Y = Y1:n into a product of
conditional densities

(5) p(Y |Mj) =

n∏
i=1

p(yi|Y1:i−1,Mj),

where

p(yi|Y1:i−1) =

∫
p(yi|θj, Y1:i−1,Mj)

×p(θj|Y1:i−1,Mj)dθj.(6)

Here the conditional density
p(yi|Y1:i−1,Mj) in (5), evaluated at
the observed value, can be interpreted
as a score of how well model Mj is able
to predict observation yi conditional on
the information set Y1:i−1. The subse-
quent representation in (6) highlights that
p(yi|Y1:i−1) is obtained by first estimating
θj based on Y1:i−1 and then predicting yi
conditional on this estimate.

Taking (3), (4), and (5), we reach the fol-
lowing conclusions. First, Bayesian model
weights embody a specific measure of recur-
sive out-of-sample fit. Unlike the hold-out
schemes discussed in the introduction, the
fit pertains to the entire sample Y1:n instead
of just to the holdout sample. Second, the
weights for each model are computed in a
way that trades-off in-sample model fit with
model complexity, penalizing overfitting. A
frequently-cited reason for the use of hold-
out samples is to discourage over-fitting of
the data. The posterior model probabilities
carry an automatic penalty for over-fitting.
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II. Data Mining and Specification
Searches

The Bayesian analysis described in the
previous section abstracts from two as-
pects of reality. First, empirical analysis
in economics typically involves an incom-
plete model space. Thus, the investigator
is aware that in addition to M1 and M2

there exist other plausible models for Y ,
but due to a resource constraint he is only
able to analyze the former. Second, the
specification of structural models is often
the outcome of a lengthy development pro-
cess that involves the careful inspection of
a data set. Various approaches of weight-
ing models and conducting policy analysis if
the model space is incomplete are discussed,
for instance, in Schorfheide (2000), Geweke
(2010), and Geweke and Amisano (2012).
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on
the second issue.

Developing and estimating structural
micro- or macroeconomic models is a
lengthy, tedious, and time-consuming en-
deavor. We refer to the process by which a
modeler tries to improve the fit of a struc-
tural model during the model development
process as data mining. This process might
involve changes in functional forms, the in-
troduction of latent variables, or the inclu-
sion of particular covariates. A good ex-
ample of a data-mined model in the liter-
ature on dynamic stochastic general equi-
librium (DSGE) macroeconomic models –
and we do not mean this as a criticism – is
the widely-used Smets and Wouters (2007)
model.

The core of the Smets-Wouters model
is comprised of a neoclassical stochastic
growth model. It is augmented by mech-
anisms that generate price and wage sticki-
ness, which in turn generate a role for mon-
etary policy. Many researchers contributed
to the development of the model. Most no-
tably, Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans
(2005) augmented a prototypical New Key-
nesian DSGE model that was emerging in
the late 1990s by habit formation and ad-
justment cost mechanisms that allowed the
model to match the impulse responses of a
large set of variables to a monetary policy

shock, as measured with a structural vector
autoregression.

Building on the Christiano, Eichen-
baum, and Evans specification, Smets and
Wouters (2003) introduced additional ex-
ogenous disturbances so that the resulting
DSGE model could track seven key macroe-
conomic variables, including GDP, infla-
tion, and interest rates, for the Euro Area.
In subsequent work, the model was refined
further by changing the law of motion of the
exogenous shocks and making some small
modifications to the endogenous propaga-
tion mechanism. Based on these refine-
ments, the model has been able to forecast
U.S. macroeconomic variables, with the ex-
ception of the 2008-09 recession, quite well
in comparison with other macroeconomet-
ric models. In its final form the Smets and
Wouters (2007) model is the outcome of
a sequence of data-based modifications of
some initial New Keynesian DSGE model,
that is, of mining.

On the positive side, the data mining pro-
cess has led from a fairly restrictive neoclas-
sical stochastic growth model that had se-
vere problems capturing salient features of
the data, to the discovery of a much more
elaborate specification that appears to be
competitive in its ability to track and fore-
cast macroeconomic time series with less re-
strictive vector autoregressive models.

On the negative side, the outcome of data
mining might be that results from versions
of the model that only fit slightly worse
than the best specification are forgotten
and do not get reported in the final analysis.
Thus, as part of the data mining, the prior
distribution is essentially shifted toward a
model specification that fits the data well.
Abstracting from the decomposition of a
DSGE model into sub-models, this process
is akin to changing a prior from p(θ) to p̃(θ),
whereby p̃(θ) assigns high prior probability
to the region of the parameter space that is
associated with a high likelihood function
p(Y |θ). In turn, the marginal likelihood
computed based on p̃(θ) overstates the fit
of the reported DSGE model and the pos-
terior distribution understates the param-
eter uncertainty. This negative aspect of
data mining can provide a rationale for the
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explicit use of holdout samples in model se-
lection.

III. Can Holdout Samples Provide a
Remedy?

In ongoing research we are developing a
principle-agent framework in which data-
mining generates an impediment for the im-
plementation of the ideal Bayesian analy-
sis (Schorfheide and Wolpin (2011)). The
framework in its current state is tailored
toward the treatment effect example dis-
cussed in the introduction. The gist of our
analysis is the following.

A policy maker conducts a social exper-
iment in order to measure the effective-
ness of a subsidy. A randomly selected
sample receives the subsidy and a second
randomly-selected sample of equal size does
not receive the subsidy. In order to ex-
trapolate the treatment effect to other lev-
els of the subsidy, the policy maker engages
two modelers who each can fit a structural
model to whatever data they receive from
the policy maker and provide predictions of
the treatment effect. The structural models
embody enough restrictions such that pol-
icy predictions can be generated even in the
absence of any information from the treat-
ment sample.

The modelers are rewarded based on the
fit of the model that they are reporting to
the policy maker. This creates an incentive
to engage in the kind of data mining de-
scribed in Section II. As explained in the
context of the Smets-Wouters model, the
data mining process is likely to raise the
marginal likelihood because the contribu-
tion of less-likely versions of the structural
model to the marginal likelihood are elimi-
nated during the specification search.

What are the potential benefits of a hold-
out sample? Suppose that the policy maker
splits the sample Y into an estimation sam-
ple Ye and a holdout sample Yho. The mod-
elers have access to Ye in order to estimate
their models and have to provide a predic-
tive density for Yho. If the modelers are re-
warded according to a log-scoring rule that
makes their payoff proportional to the log of
the reported predictive density for Ye, then

they have an incentive to truthfully reveal
their subjective beliefs, which in our case
correspond to p(Yho|Ye,Mj). This insight
dates at least back to Winkler (1969).

On the positive side, the holdout mecha-
nism discourages the modelers from overly
down-weighting regions of the parameter
space that make the observed data appear
unlikely. On the negative side, the pol-
icy maker will base the weights assigned to
models M1 and M2 at best on the ratio
(7)
p(Yho|Ye,M1)

p(Yho|Ye,M2)
=
p(Yho, Ye|M1)

p(Yho, Ye|M2)

/
p(Ye|M1)

p(Ye|M2)
,

ignoring the relative fit of the two mod-
els on the estimation sample Ye. Because
the first-best Bayesian analysis described in
Section I is not implementable by the pol-
icy maker, the question becomes as to what
composition of the hold-out sample allows
the policy maker to generate model weights
that are close to the ideal Bayesian model
weights. In Schorfheide and Wolpin (2011)
we report results from simulation experi-
ments that suggest providing the modelers
only with data from the treatment group.

IV. Conclusion and Outlook

Two important consequences of data
mining (in the sense that this term is used
in this paper) are a distortion of weights of
competing models and an under-statement
of uncertainty. Both have adverse effects
on the prediction of future events and the
design of economic policies. In principle,
holdout samples can be used to set incen-
tives for modelers to truthfully reveal their
findings and not to understate uncertainty.
In practice there is, however, a question of
implementation.

In the context of the treatment effect
example, it is conceivable that the policy
maker who conducts the social experiment
actually withholds observations from aca-
demic consultants who are tasked to de-
velop structural models for the extrapola-
tion of treatment effects.

In the context of comparing macroeco-
nomic models the goal is typically to make
a forecast or policy decision at a particu-
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lar point in time, say T . In period T each
modeler technically has full access to all the
historical data. Reaping the incentive ben-
efits from the use of holdout samples would
require a commitment from the modelers
not to look at part of the data even though
they are stored on their computers.
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